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The act of shifting the scan chains
causes many scan flip-flops (and much
of the combinational logic fed by them)
to be toggled. This is due to the low
correlation between consecutive vectors and the presence of large amounts
of pseudorandomly filled don’t-care
bits within a vector, resulting in several nodes that
will be toggled when the vectors are scanned in and
scanned out.2 Therefore, scan-based test patterns’
switching activity often leads to high power consumption and large currents during test mode. This current
demand can cause supply voltage droop (also called
IR drop) because of the supply network’s resistance.
As a result, the logic gates will operate below their
nominal voltage and consequently below their rated
speed. Thus, IR drop caused during scan test can
cause a circuit to function more slowly than under
normal operating conditions, leading to the mistaken
conclusion that the circuit is defective. This mistake
results in a yield loss known as a false failure.
In this article, we evaluate the impact of idle-cycle
insertion on yield by quantifying the number of test
escapes. We empirically quantify false failures resulting from IR drop by inserting idle cycles at appropriate
points during the scan test application protocol.
Launch delay (LD) test delays the launch clock by
inserting a certain amount of time (called idle cycles
or idle time) after the last shift cycle. During these idle
cycles, the chip’s power supply network is given time
to recover from the IR drop induced by excessive
switching activity during scan shifting. The amount of
IR drop depends on the power supply network design;

Altering the details of a delay test application protocol can significantly affect
test results and thus yield. Specifically, inserting wait states between scan
shifting and the launch clock can improve yield considerably. Although the
exact mechanisms involved remain elusive, the authors eliminate several
possibilities through a series of experiments.

&A TRANSITION FAULT model

typically guides test
pattern generation to cover defects that cause late
signal transitions.1 Such a delay test requires a twopattern test: The first pattern initializes a node signal
value. The second pattern causes this value to switch
to the opposite value and sensitize the transition to an
observable output. These two events should happen
on two successive clock pulses at the rated speed of
the devices. These two clock pulses are responsible for
launching and capturing the transition, respectively.
Two scan-based delay test protocols are supported
by most commercial ATPG tools: launch on shift (LOS)
and launch on capture (LOC). In LOS test patterns,
scan data is loaded through scan chains. Nodes in the
logic under test are initialized at the last shift clock (the
launch clock). For the flip-flops to capture the logic’s
response in the downstream flip-flops, the scan-enable
signal must switch from 1 to 0 before the subsequent
capture clock is applied. In LOC test patterns, the scanenable signal does not need to operate at system
speed. Once scan data is loaded through scan chains,
the scan-enable signal transitions from 1 to 0 in
whatever time frame this signal requires. Subsequently, the launch and capture clocks are applied at full
system speed, after the scan-enable signal switches to
1, and then the logic’s response is scanned out.
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different chip designs need different idle times. We
present LD test results for two different chip designs:
the ELF13 graphics processor and the ELF18 DSP
processor.
Experimental results show that altering the details
of the delay test application protocol can significantly
impact test results and thus the yield of the product
under test. Inserting wait states between scan shifting
and the launch clock results in a measurable yield
improvement. For example, in ELF13 experiments, we
achieved a 20% reduction in false failures without
increasing the number of test escapes or requiring
additional ATPG time. Although the exact mechanisms involved remain elusive, we eliminated several
possibilities through a series of experiments. It is clear
from these experiments that yield recovery is a real
phenomenon and that LD tests help to recover from IR
drop. (The ‘‘Previous work’’ sidebar discusses other
approaches that have attempted to minimize the
effects of IR drop during scan test.)

Previous work
Several other approaches have attempted to minimize the
effects of IR drop during scan test. One such method is to
generate quiet patterns, which contain low switching
activity.1 In this method, the logic under test has the same
switching activity as the original patterns, but the rest of the
circuit has lower switching activity. Alternatively, test
scheduling provides a way to generate patterns that satisfy
a chip’s power budget.2 Other previous work on generic test
power reduction includes a static compaction technique,3
test vector reordering,4 and gating of scan elements.5
Although all of this work demonstrates power reduction
during scan-based testing, none of it attempts to correlate
excess power consumption with false failures.
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The expected values of test patterns do not
change. Therefore, no additional ATPG time is
required.
No clocks pulse during idle cycles.
No outputs are compared during idle cycles.
Primary input values are not changed during idle
cycles.
The LD test set has the same fault coverage as the
regular test set.
The LD test merely increases the wait time
between the end of scan-shifting activity and
the start of the launch clock pulse.
The LD test increases overall test time.

Implementation of LD test sets takes advantage of
commercial ATPG tools. After a commercial ATPG tool
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generates a compact test set, a script can be used to
easily insert idle cycles. Thus, implementing LD test
sets incurs no ATPG overhead. However, test application time increases because idle cycles increase the
number of tester cycles per test pattern. If the purpose
of the LD test is to reduce false failures, it’s not
necessary to add idle cycles to passing test patterns,
because idle-cycle insertion would not change the
pass/fail results of passing patterns.
We provided a control group for the experiment
by modifying another test set based on the SSF to
include idle cycles. An SSF LD test set is a regular
SSF test set with idle cycles inserted between the
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design blocks containing
potential defects.4
Four important results
are apparent from Table 1. First, the greater
the number of idle cycles
inserted, the greater the
number of false failures
that pass the LD test sets.
This is direct evidence
that waiting between scan
shifting and capturing directly benefits yield. Second, no chips passed before the scan-enable
transition. This points to
the scan-enable transition
event, rather than the
scan-shifting activity, as
Figure 1. Timing diagram of a launch-on-capture (LOC) launch delay (LD) test pattern: idle the cause of the electrical
disturbance that reduces
cycles before (a) and after (b) the scan-enable transition.
yield. Third, the insertion
last shift and the single capture clock in each test of idle cycles is seemingly less effective for SSF tests
than for LOC transition tests, though the sample size is
pattern.
rather small. Finally, no test escapes were observed
from the LD test sets.
ELF13 experimental setup
ELF13 is a processor manufactured with 0.13micron copper technology. It has about 7.2 million Avoidance of IR drop by repeat fill
logic gates, with more than 10 different clock domains.
An alternative method for recovering yield loss due
We generated a variety of LD test sets for both single to IR drop is to avoid IR drop in the first place (instead
stuck-at faults and transition delay faults. We generated of simply allowing recovery from it by adding idle
20 test sets for ELF13, using two fault models; and we cycles). It’s possible to reduce the amount of switching
added five different numbers of idle cycles (100, 200, power (and hence current and IR drop) by minimizing
300, 500, and 1,000), each 142.84 ns in duration. We the switching activity during scan shifting. We can
applied these 20 LD test sets to chips that failed the reduce the switching activity of test patterns by filling
regular LOC or 2-detect SSF test sets. (Lee and the don’t-care bits with the last care bit (a repeat-fill
McCluskey describe the process of selecting ELF13 scheme).5 We used the ELF13 chips tested here to
sample chips.3)
collect empirical data on the ability of repeat-fill test

ELF13 experimental results
Table 1 presents the experimental results for the LD
test sets on the ELF13 chip. We used system-level test
(SLT) and functional test to discriminate between false
failures and defective chips for ELF13. That is, false
failures passed both SLT and functional test; defective
chips failed either SLT, functional test, or both.
Although the fault grading of functional test was
unavailable, Lee and McCluskey present the experimental results of functional-test coverage and failing
behaviors by examining failing flip-flops and the
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patterns to minimize IR-drop-induced yield loss.
We generated two LOC test sets using different
don’t-care bit assignments to measure the effect of
power reduction on decreasing the number of false
failures. For the first LOC test set, an ATPG pseudorandomly assigned don’t-care bits (a random-fill
scheme). For the second LOC test set, we used
a repeat-fill scheme. For the ELF13 design, the size of
the repeat-fill test set is prohibitively large if the entire
fault list is targeted, so we generated both test sets by
targeting only the faults detected by failing test patterns
in the experimental chip samples. We identified these
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Table 1. Experimental results of launch delay (LD) tests for the ELF13 chip.
Launch on capture (LOC)

No. of
idle
Idle-cycle position

cycles

False failures

Defective chips

Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Single stuck-at fault (SSF)
False failures Defective chips
Pass

Fail

Pass

Fail

Before scan-enable

100

0

88

0

20

0

14

0

4

transition

200

0

88

0

20

0

14

0

4

300

0

88

0

20

0

14

0

4

500

0

88

0

20

0

14

0

4

1,000

0

88

0

20

0

14

0

4

After scan-enable

100

3

85

0

20

0

14

0

4

transition

200

3

85

0

20

0

14

0

4

300

5

83

0

20

0

14

0

4

500

14

74

0

20

0

14

0

4

1,000

17

71

0

20

1

13

0

4

faults by fault-grading the failing test patterns. The
resulting test sets would be expected to fail when
applied to these sample chips, unless there were
indeed IR-drop issues related to the fill data.
Table 2 indicates the yield recovery made possible
by using repeat fill instead of random fill. Specifically,
58% of false failures (46 of 78) and 50% of defective
chips (6 of 12) passed the repeat-fill LOC test set but
failed the random-fill LOC test set. Hence, these results
confirm that using the repeat-fill scheme can bring
about significant yield recovery by suppressing IR
drop. Unfortunately, this scheme could also degrade
the test quality because of the loss of nontarget defect
detection by random patterns. (The ‘‘Impact on test
time’’ sidebar shows the impact of test execution time
on scan-based delay test.)

ELF18 experimental results
The results observed on the ELF13 chip prompted
further study using the ELF18 chip.6 Each of the sample
ELF18 chips contained six DSP cores, which we tested
individually. The ELF18 chips were fabricated using
0.18-micron aluminum and copper technology. Each
chip has about 53,000 logic gates. Unfortunately,
functional test was unavailable for the ELF18; there-

Table 2. ELF13 test results for repeat-fill LOC on the
chips that failed random-fill LOC.
ELF13 chips
False failures
Defective chips
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Pass

Fail

Total

46

32

78

6

6

12

fore, false failures were not identified. The experimental setup paralleled that used for the ELF13 chip,
although we varied the number of idle cycles more
(nine different numbers of idle cycles instead of five)
and these idle cycles were smaller in duration (50 ns
each). Table 3 presents the experimental results for
the 36 LD test sets on the ELF18 chip.
Again, some important results are apparent from
Table 3, though often different from those in Table 1.
First, the greater the number of idle cycles inserted,
the greater the number of DSP cores that pass the LD
test sets, but only for the stuck-at-fault tests (unlike
ELF13). That trend was not present in the ELF18 LOC
LD tests, in which only two ELF18 cores benefited
from the addition of a single idle cycle. Those same
two cores did not pass the LOC LD test set with further
insertion of additional idle cycles. Second, once
again, no chips passed the LOC LD tests before the
scan-enable transition, but now many pass the SSF-LD
tests before the scan-enable transition. This points
to the scan-shifting activity rather than the scan-enable
transition event as the cause of the electrical
disturbance that reduces yield—just the opposite
of the ELF13 case. Third, and again in opposition to
the ELF13 results, the insertion of idle cycles is now
more effective for SSF tests than for LOC transition
tests.

Possible explanations for yield recovery
Despite the somewhat inconsistent results between
the two experiments, we can make the following
generalization: Adding a sufficiently large number of
idle cycles both before and after the scan-enable
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Impact on test time
example, if there is a 25% test time increase due to idle
cycles, the additional test time in terms of total test
application time is (1 – Y)(1.25), where Y is the
yield. If the yield is 90%, the additional test time
Table A. Summary of test application time for the ELF13 chip.
increases by 12.5%. We can modify this equation
No. of
Test
Additional
according to the test suites used in the entire test
Test set
idle cycles
time (s) test time (s)
flow. For example, the 12.5% test time increase
Reference LOC
0
11.3
0
just mentioned assumes that only the LOC test is
LOC LD
100
11.6
0.3
applied in the test flow. If the SSF and LOC tests
200
12.0
0.7
are applied, and false failures due to the LOC test
300
12.4
1.1
must be reduced, the additional test time is
500
13.2
1.9
YSSF(1 – YLOC)(1.25), where YSSF and YLOC refer
1,000
15.0
3.7
to the yield of the SSF and LOC tests. In this case,
Reference SSF
0
5.1
0
the test time increase is smaller than in the
SSF LD
100
5.3
0.2
200
5.5
0.4
previous case. We can further reduce total test
300
5.6
0.5
application time by considering the failing pattern
500
6.0
0.9
data. Note that idle cycles do not need to be
1,000
6.8
1.7
added to passing patterns. When chips are
*LOC: launch on capture; SSF: single stuck-at fault; LD: launch delay.
tested using regular patterns, failing regular
patterns can be identified by logging failing
Although the additional test time seems large (a 25% cycles. Then, idle cycles can be added only to those
increase in test application time with 1,000 idle cycles), the failing regular patterns. In this case, the total test
additional test time can be less than 25% of the time for the application time can be further reduced, depending on
entire test flow. LD test patterns do not need to be applied the number of failing patterns. If f represents the
to all chips. If false failures must be reduced, a test flow percentage of regular LOC patterns that fail, the total
can be created so that it applies LD test patterns only to application time is YSSF(1 – YLOC)(1.25)(0.01)(f). If both
chips that fail regular patterns. In this case, the additional yields are 90%, and 20% of regular LOC patterns fail, then
test time due to idle cycles depends on the yield. For the additional test time increases by 2.25%.
Table A shows the impact of the various ELF13 LD
test sets on test execution time.

transition is likely to recover yield loss for either the
LOC test sets, the SSF test sets, or both. Here, we
consider different possible explanations for this yield
recovery.

Clock stretching
One possible explanation for the observed data that
more chips pass when extra idle cycles are inserted is
that these chips are in fact defective but are being
undertested in the idle-cycle environment. Earlier
work has demonstrated that the clock network itself
can run 15% more slowly during scan-based delay test
than during functional test.7 Clock stretching may
occur because the supply network’s inductance
opposes the sudden change in current that the launch
cycle requires following a relatively quiet period after
scan-shifting activity ceases. At first glance, idle-cycle
insertion would seem to exacerbate this problem by
prolonging that quiet period.
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To resolve this issue, we performed Spice simulations. Previous work analyzes global clock distribution networks.8,9 We combined this information with
clock generator models (which use a five-stage
inverter chain with one inverter replaced by a NAND
gate to enable the clock generator), a power grid,
and a lossy RLC transmission line for the clock
distribution tree to set up the simulation conditions.8
During the simulations, we measured the clock
period from the first clock pulse to the second
clock pulse after the idle time shown in Figure 2.
Table 4 presents simulation conditions for the lossy
transmission line model of the clock network.8 In all
four simulations, we set the R, L, and C values of the
power grid model as follows: R 5 15 ohms, L 5 0.1 nH,
and C 5 0.2 pF. We estimated all values from
reasonable assumptions consistent with the ELF13
design, although we did not extract these values from
layout information.
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Figure 3 presents the simulation results. In all four
simulations, clock stretching saturated after less than
90 ns of idle time. In ELF13 LOC testing, the intrinsic
dead time measured from the last shift to the launch
clock (with no idle cycles inserted) was greater than
300 ns. This implies that clock stretching was already
saturated before idle-cycle insertion, thus refuting the
claim that the yield recovery observed might have
been false due to undertesting exacerbated by idlecycle insertion. In other words, although the Spice
simulations indeed confirmed that clock stretching
was occurring, it occurred in the same measure
between the regular LOC tests and the LOC LD tests,
so any yield difference between those two tests must
be attributed to some other factor.
Another compelling argument against clock stretching being the possible explanation for the observed
yield improvement is that the yield also improved for
SSF tests when we added idle cycles. Because the SSF
test application method uses only a single capture
clock, stretching from one clock period to the next is
irrelevant. Some other mechanism must be at work.

Table 3. Experimental results for LD tests on the ELF18 chip.
LOC

No. of idle
Idle-cycle position
Before scan-enable transition

After scan-enable transition

cycles

SSF

Pass Fail Pass Fail

1

0

141

5

128

2

0

141

5

128

3

0

141

7

126

5

0

141

8

125

10

0

141

9

124

15

0

141

14

119

30

0

141

15

118

60

0

141

16

117

140

0

141

17

116

1

2

139

6

127

2

0

141

7

126

3

0

141

9

124

5

0

141

10

123

10

0

141

12

121

15

0

141

16

117

30

0

141

16

117

60

0

141

17

116

140
0
141
18
115
*Passing and failing entries refer to the number of DSP cores, not chips.

Power grid recovery after IR drop
The large current surge generated by simultaneous- 1. Each inverter switched independently and drove
capacitive load CL.
ly switching internal nodes can cause supply voltage
droop. This supply voltage droop (the IR drop) occurs 2. Each inverter chain consisted of four inverters
and switched independently. The capacitive
because of the supply network’s resistance, along with
load of the last inverter in each chain was CL.
its inductive components [the L(di/dt) drop].10 After
a current surge (such as from scan shifting) ends, the 3. This was like the second configuration, but
each inverter chain consisted of five inverters.
power supply network recovers its intended value,
governed by the network’s time constant. A simple 4. This was also like the second configuration, but
in this case each inverter chain consisted of six
lumped RLC circuit can model the supply-ground
inverters.
network,11 as Figure 4 shows. Each logic gate experiences different VDD and ground, depending on the
The total number of logic gates (inverters) was the
physical layout.
Many previous studies have presented analytical same in all four configurations. We wanted to match
solutions to the supply network noise problem.10 In this the size of the circuit used in the Spice simulations to
experiment, we performed Spice simulations using the size of ELF13 chip. Therefore, we performed the
a 0.13-micron technology file to explore the dynamic Spice simulations on 12,000 logic gates. We measured
behavior of this network
and to determine whether
its recovery time was consistent with the observed
results from LD testing.
We used inverters as
logic gates in the simulation, which we performed
with the following circuit
configurations:
Figure 2. Timing diagram of clock-stretching simulation.
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Table 4. Clock network simulation conditions.

Simulation

Total R

Total L

Total C

transmission

transmission

transmission

(ohms)

(nH)

(pF)

1

100

100

10

2

500

100

10

3

1,000

100

10

4

2,000

100

10

voltage droop recovery time from the onset of input
transition of logic gates to the time when the supply
voltage value recovered to the nominal value (100%
recovery). This recovery time depends on the position
of the logic gates. In this experiment, we measured the
worst-case recovery time. We set the L and C values of
the power grid model equal to those of the ground
model (L 5 0.1 nH and C 5 0.2 pF), and we varied the
R values.
Figure 5 shows the 100% recovery times for the four
configurations, and the 95% recovery time (the
amount of time required to recover 95% of the
nominal value) for Configuration 4, the one with
the largest recovery time of the four configurations.
The x-axis gives the different R and CL values that we
used in the simulations, and the y-axis represents
measured voltage droop recovery time. In the worst
case, the recovery time exceeded 150 ms. The 95%

recovery time for Configuration 4 was about 140 ms, or
1,000 idle cycles.
The simulation results in Figure 5 suggest that the
power supply network, disturbed by either scanshifting activity or the transition of the scan-enable
signal, can take more than 1,000 idle cycles to recover
fully (even the 95% recovery time takes 1,000 idle
cycles). Tests performed during that recovery period
may be subject to overly strenuous conditions due to
power supply droop, which artificially limits their
speed performance. Thus, the longer the capture clock
is delayed, the greater the amount of IR drop that can
be eliminated; and the greater the number of idle
cycles inserted, the faster the chip can operate. This is
consistent with ELF13 test results shown in Table 1:
The greater the number of idle cycles inserted, the
greater the number chips that pass the LD test.

Minimum VDD as an indicator of IR drop

Another data point related to IR drop is the
minimum VDD value, which is the minimum supply
voltage at which a chip operates correctly. Earlier
work has demonstrated that structural test patterns that
cause less IR drop make chips operate at a lower
supply voltage.12 Thus, the minimum VDD measurement can serve as an indirect method to measure IR
drop, which is otherwise very difficult to view directly.
In this experiment, we measured minimum VDD for
sample chips that failed the regular LOC test set at the
nominal supply voltage
but passed at an elevated
supply voltage. The measured minimum VDD values are thus higher than
the nominal VDD. We measured the minimum VDD
values for two groups of
ELF13 chips (all of which
failed the regular LOC
test): those that failed the
LOC LD tests (LD failing
chips) and those that
passed the LOC LD tests
(LD passing chips). Seventy-seven percent of the LD
passing chips had minimum VDD values of less
than 1.06 of nominal VDD
(that is, less than 6% extra
supply voltage). On the
Figure 3. Clock period versus idle time for the four clock network simulations.
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Figure 4. Simplified equivalent circuit for supply-ground network: single logic gate (a) and multiple logic gates (b).

other hand, 92% of the LD failing chips had minimum
VDD values greater than 1.06 of nominal VDD (that is,
greater than 6% extra supply voltage). This shows that
chips with small minimum VDD values are more likely
to pass LD tests, meaning the additional time allotted
to recover from IR drop during LD tests improves yield.
Conversely, the benefit of LD test is limited by the
maximum IR drop for each chip: The higher the
minimum VDD (because of large IR drop), the less
likely a chip is to pass an LD test with a given number
of idle cycles.

Using Fmax and excess delay as
recovery indicators
An alternative method of assessing the effect of
scan-test-induced IR drop on yield is to quantify the
size (in units of time) of the delays that cause LOC tests
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to falsely fail. The excess delay, DE, is the additional
delay that causes a chip to fail an LOC test. We can
calculate it using the following equation:
DE ~ ð1=Fmax Þ { ð1=FS Þ

where Fmax is the maximum operating frequency
(the maximum frequency of a chip at which it
passes a regular LOC test) and FS is the system
frequency (the speed of a chip during functional
operation). When we ran this experiment on the
ELF13 chips, we measured the excess delay for
each chip that failed the regular LOC test. As before,
there were two groups (LD passing and LD failing).
Almost all the LD passing chips (94%) had excess
delays smaller than 2 ns, but almost half (46%) of
the LD failing chips had excess delays greater than
2 ns. As with minimum VDD, excess delay is a good
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in ELF18 chips. Therefore,
it is more difficult for
ELF18 chips to meet the
first condition, which explains why we can see
more ELF18 DSP cores
passing SSF LD tests than
ELF13 chips. This is consistent with the ELF18 test
results, which indicate
that the scan-shifting activity rather than the scanenable transition event
causes the electrical disturbance; that is, chips
pass both before and after
LD. However, in ELF13
experiments, only one
chip passed the SSF LD
Figure 5. Voltage droop recovery time. (The units of R and CL are ohms and pF.)
test, indicating that the
indicator of the likelihood of improving yield by scan-enable transition rather than the scan-shifting
inserting idle cycles so that the power supply activity causes false failures; that is, chips pass after LD
network can rebound from the IR drop induced but not before.
from applying a scan test.
The reason the SSF LD test has only one passing
ELF13 chip, whereas the LOC LD test has many (17)
passing ELF13 chips, is that in ELF13 chips the scanComparing ELF13 and ELF18
enable transition event causes the electrical disturtest results
As Tables 1 and 3 show, the LD test results for the bance. IR drop caused by the scan-enable transition
ELF13 differ from those for the ELF18. In ELF13 tests, increases a signal’s propagation delay. The increased
LOC LD tests passed many chips (17 of 88), and SSF LD propagation delay can affect the LOC test results
tests passed only one of 14 chips. In ELF18 tests, LOC because the propagation of a signal is captured at the
LD tests passed only a few DSP cores (two of 141), but subsequent capture clock applied at a rated speed.
SSF LD tests passed many DSP cores (18 of 133). These However, this increased delay does not affect the SSF
somewhat inconsistent test results can be due to test results, because there is no capture-clock event that
different test conditions and chip selections. The captures the late signal transition in the SSF test set.
The second condition implies that a chip cannot
necessary conditions for a chip to pass SSF LD tests
are as follows: First, a chip should have correct values pass the SSF LD test, regardless of how much idle time
before the single capture clock is applied. Second, is inserted, if it has a stuck-at defect. LD tests help chips
recover from IR drop by adding idle cycles. But if an
a chip should not have a stuck-at defect.
The first condition implies that a chip can fail an internal node is stuck at VDD or ground due to a defect,
SSF test (without idle insertion) because the single a chip cannot pass an LD test even if that chip has fully
capture clock is applied before internal nodes have recovered from IR drop. This condition is related to the
settled on the basis of the final scanned-in values. This ELF18 results in which few ELF18 DSP cores (two of
settling between the last shift and the single capture 141) passed LOC LD tests.
In addition to the two conditions mentioned, a chip
clock can be assisted by adding idle cycles, during
which chips can recover from IR drop. The ELF18 has requires a third condition to pass an LOC LD test:
a faster shift speed (20 MHz) than the ELF13 (7 MHz), Delays of the chip must be small enough for the chip to
whereas the ELF18 has a slower operating speed than pass the LOC LD test. A chip cannot pass LOC LD even
the ELF13. Thus, ELF18 chips are designed to operate if it has fully recovered from IR drop if the delay after
more slowly than ELF13 chips, but shift speed is faster recovery is still larger than the chip’s operation speed.
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The ELF13 chips used for the LOC LD experiments
passed 2-detect and LOC tests applied at a slow speed
(10 MHz).3 Therefore, we can assume that all 88 ELF13
chips meet the first two conditions. On the other hand,
only nine of 141 ELF18 DSP cores used for LOC LD
passed the SSF test. So, we can assume that only nine
of 141 ELF18 DSP cores meet the first two conditions.
In other words, 132 ELF18 DSP cores (141–9) that
failed the SSF test cannot pass LOC LD, because they
may have stuck-at defects. Our test results show that
the two ELF18 DSP cores that passed the LOC LD test
came from the nine DSP cores that passed the SSF test;
that is, no ELF18 DSP cores passed LOC LD if they
failed the SSF test. However, 18 ELF18 DSP cores
passed the SSF LD test, yet none passed LOC LD; this
discrepancy could be due to the third condition just
discussed. If we exclude SSF failing chips in considering the passing rate of LOC LD, both chip designs
show similar rates (19.3% for ELF13 and 22.2% for
ELF18).
EXPERIMENTS ON THE finer granularity of idle cycles
would be helpful to identify the optimum idle cycles
for yield improvement. Future work should include
Spice simulations of the supply-ground network based
on physical layout and measurements of IR drop
within the chip.
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